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On the edge of the Bois de On the edge of the Bois de 
Boulogne at Porte Maillot, Boulogne at Porte Maillot, 

where the worldwhere the world’’s first auto race s first auto race 
finished in 1895, there is a finished in 1895, there is a 

““Monument to the Automobile.Monument to the Automobile.””

Emile Emile LevassorLevassor and his car and his car 
(story (story herehere) are immortalized ) are immortalized 
in bronze.  He was the first in bronze.  He was the first 

driver to race to Bordeaux and driver to race to Bordeaux and 
back at an astonishing back at an astonishing 

average speed of 15 average speed of 15 kphkph.  .  

http://rutgerbooy.nl/cars_and_culture_page_1.htm


Just a few steps 
behind the statue is 
another monument 
to the automobile: 
Paris’s great 
commitment to 
auto-dominant 
urban planning …

The Boulevard 
Périphérique.

Today the workday 
driver averages 43 kph
- half the design speed.

Click

Aerials from Google Earth

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boulevard_P%C3%A9riph%C3%A9rique
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykInxYS14XE&feature=related


Périphérique: 
A million cars a day
Finished in 1973, this 35-kilometre expressway 
girds Paris in the same way that the Beltway rings 
Washington.  Inside: the 20 arrondissements.  
Outside: the banlieu – the suburbs.



Outside the 
Périphérique



Inside the 
Périphérique

              Gustave Caillebotte:     
La Place de l'Europe, 

temps de pluie

1877

Above: February, 2008



Where the walls were.

Grand 
Ensemble

Paris has been ringed by six walls in its 
history (story here) - built for defense 

and for taxation – that, when 
demolished, became the rights-of-way 

for great roads.  In the 1840s, under 
Adolph Thiers, the military constructed 

the sixth and final fortifications.   

Because of the distances breached by cannon, the Thiers wall required 
great swaths of land, 300 metres in depth, taking up space equal to a 
quarter of Paris.  

In 1919, when the City undertook to acquire the fortifications, the first 
national planning law was put in place to guide development, along with 
a design competition.  Urban planner Eugène Hénard had previously 
proposed nine parks joined by a boulevard à redans.  But no overall 
plans were undertaken until after the wall was demolished in the 1920s.    

http://www.design.upenn.edu/new/cplan/panorama/img_panorama/celeste%20layne.pdf


By 1954, when the population of the City was approaching three 
million, increasing use of the automobile was choking the centre.  

Not for the last time would politicians propose a peripheral highway 
to alleviate the congestion.  The first five-kilometre stretch of the 

Boulevard Périphérique was finished by 1960, eventually part of the 
ring that only served to funnel more traffic into the core.

The road was just part of the regional vision that had begun with the 
Prost Plan of 1934.  Essentially anti-urban, the redevelopment lands 
consisted of grand ensembles – projects housing between 30,000 to 
40,000 people, many low income who were already living in slum 
conditions in the military zone.  

For the middle-class, highrise buildings were integrated with social and 
sport facilities.  By 1969, one sixth of Paris lived in these projects, even 
as the population of inner Paris declined and the banlieu expanded.  
Businesses requiring modern spaces and roads for trucking occupied 
lands near the ring, just as in London, accelerating the growth of cross-
suburban traffic and filling up the boulevard.



Now the Périphérique divides the Paris 
region into a pre-auto central core, 

densely served by transit, and a 
car-dominant region beyond (with 

regional rail corridors – the RER), built 
out in the modern era, when continual 

abundance of land, water, energy     
and debt capacity seemed both           

achievable and affordable.

                 

         
                

Périphérique

Ville de ParisVille de Paris

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris


Inside the Périphérique is the Paris the world loves:              
a medieval/renaissance city angularly sliced with 

neoclassical boulevards, served by great railroads and 
rapid transit.  

Forty-one square miles (106 sq km) divided into twenty 
arrondissements – these and the great woods on either 

side make up the Ville de Paris, home for two million 
Parisians and thirty million tourists.



Paris is said to be 
one of the densest 
cities in the world, 
and so one of the 

most compact.  

The Ville de Paris is 
only 10 kilometres
across – less than 

the length of the 
City of Vancouver. 

(Condense the 
population of Metro 
Vancouver into the 

City of Vancouver –
voilà, Paris.)

10 km

PeripheriquePeripherique

15 km15 km



Why do distances in Paris seem so much longer,                  
the scale so much greater? 

Probably because of the Historic Axis – the grand sweep of 
boulevards and the perfectly aligned monuments that extend 

west from the Louvre to an unseen destination beyond            
the Arc de Triomphe.



Paris is an illusion.



Continue west beyond the Arc, 
down the stretch of the Axis 

called the Avenue de la Grande 
Armée, to parts of the city 

tourists rarely venture, over the 
Périphérique and across the 

Seine, eight kilometres from the 
Louvre, and you’re arrived at  
the City of the Modern Era …



La DLa DLa Déééfensefensefense



The name confuses: “La Défense” has nothing to do with the 
military, but lots to do with power. 

The memorial La Défense de 
Paris (below) commemorates the 

soldiers who defended Paris 
during the Franco-Prussian               

War of 1870.

La Défense is the result of 
political will: a state decision in 

1958 to create a place where 
architecture and infrastructure 

would attract Europe’s                    
great businesses.

The state created EPAD, now a half century old, to plan, build the 
infrastructure and make La Défense an intersection point for transport 
networks beyond the edge of the City.  

http://www.dkolb.org/sprawlingplaces/index/ladfense.html
http://www.ladefense.fr/english_english.php


“I was at once excited and disturbed by the 
spectacle of La Défense, Paris’s newest quarter, 
baleful beyond my Périphérique.  Its skyscrapers 

seemed to me to stand there resentfully, 
brooding over their exclusion from the city centre.  

They have an allegorical look … as though they 
represent a future being kept calculatingly                     

at bay or in reserve.”

- Jan Morris

http://books.google.ca/books?id=n80sEYmkdSQC&pg=PA80&dq=La+Defense+Jan+Morris&sig=RP9XfsKGsaJYVQGKbeLPrtXcIBg


Nothing quite so well 
demonstrates the 
inadequacy of modernism to 
achieve great urbanism –
places that people love –
than the opposite end of the 
Historic Axis from Central 
Paris, where centuries of 
architects and kings had 
done it so well.



La Défense reveals 
the flaw of single-
purpose land use: 

there is little ‘mixity.’
The corporate centre 
empties out at five, 
and no other uses 

attract.  The nearby 
residents are in self-
contained districts.  
There seems to be 

little overlap.

Vancouver, which has 
about the same 

number of jobs in its 
core, has four to five 
times the population 

seamlessly connected 
to the mixed-use 

downtown.



Except where historic villages have been swallowed up by the 
expanding region, modernist design has separated the residential zones 
into single-use ensembles.  [The dark green on the map below generally 

indicates residential green spaces with surrounding apartment blocks, 
adjacent to but  on a separate level from the office-district podium.] 

While the density is there, the mix is not.  



The attempt to add 
some traditional 
Parisian street life –
a bistro, a café –
only reveals the ill fit 
of modernist design. 

Here, in a world of 
corporate expense 
accounts, there is 

hardly a suitable place 
to eat in the evening.



Vancouver, built out on a late 19th-century street grid, also has 
a parallel combination of wide and narrow streets, the former

GeorgiaGeorgia

RobsonRobson

dominantly for vehicles, the latter for pedestrians, 
with appropriate scale and speeds.  People                  
on foot are attracted to the narrow street,                     
where retail services cluster.  



Central Paris, too, has the same 
combination: that grand arterial of 
the Champs-Elyées, with parking 

underneath, parallel to the 
medieval-scaled Rue du Faubourg
Saint-Honoré, with its fashionable 

(and expensive) shopping and 
(free) people watching.



La Défense has grandeur, 
but lacks intimacy.          

All competently designed, 
but no serendipity.           

It contains one of the largest 
shopping centres in Europe,  

all internalized.  

                   

                   

          
Where is the outdoor, 

pedestrian-scaled   
shopping street?

There is none.



So whySo why
would the French elite would the French elite ––
themselves choosing to themselves choosing to 
live in central Paris live in central Paris ––
deliberately abandon the deliberately abandon the 
urbanurban--design lessons all design lessons all 
around them to build a around them to build a 
place that, for all its place that, for all its 
utility, they donutility, they don’’t actually t actually 
like very much? like very much? 

(La D(La Dééfensefense has 46,000 parking has 46,000 parking 
spaces. Only about half of them spaces. Only about half of them 
are used are used -- so preferable and so preferable and 
frequent is the transit servicefrequent is the transit service.)

Click

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tUtor-DtlYw


In post-war France, modernist architecture and planning had 
made a philosophical breakthrough.

Le Corbusier, the charismatic architect, still alive until 1965,
had in the 1920s proposed the Voisin Plan, advocating the 
demolition of Central Paris for a scheme of 60-storey 
cruciform towers and expressways.   

Once scorned, he now seemed vindicated – and he was 
theirs.

“It is time to repudiate the present layout of our cities in which apartment buildings 
pile up, all crammed together, and narrow streets interweave, full of noise, gasoline 

stench, and dust, and where the floors are completely open to inhaling this filth.  
Large cities have become too dense for the safety of their inhabitants and yet they 

are not dense enough to answer to the new realities of ‘business.’

Le Corbusier, Toward an Architecture



After the defeat of the war, young architects 
and planners wanted a fresh start: the creation 

of a modern city of air and light and a new 
aesthetic.  They had the opportunity: decades 

of neglect were followed by the post-war 
boom, and the îlot insalubre, the tubercular 

slums, were cleared away, particularly in the 
outer arrondissement, to create blank slates 

for urban renewal.  

They had leadership from De Gaulle, who in 1958 
achieved political resurrection with the Fifth Republic and 
who envisioned Paris as the capital of Europe. And they 
had the intellectual and creative inspiration of not only Le 
Corbusier but of his disciples who had abandoned the 
stultifying doctrines of the École des Beaux-Arts – and by 
extension the traditional city - and looked to the American 
and English modernists.

This was also the era of regional planning.  Paul 
Delouvrier coordinated the planning for a new region 
that encompassed not only the City of Paris but the 

neighbouring départements.  The 1963 strategic 
plan envisioned ‘new towns’ and employment 

centres, with a focus on rail.  Paris would be both 
decentralized and re-focused.

The highrise tower was the singular symbol of modernity –
and it had the support of Georges Pompidou, elected as 
President of France in 1970.  The first new tower was at 
Porte Maillot, set back from the Axis.  But the second, 
associated with redevelopment of the rail terminal at 
Montparnasse, at 210 metres created a new and 
controversial landmark. 

Meanwhile, out at La Défense, then largely ignored by Parisians, EPAD 
has been spending millions to build the infrastructure - but needed 
private investment to construct the buildings.  After reorganization, 

concessions were made in 1968 to allow wider and higher towers, along 
with a doubling of the allowable office space.  Paris was not ready for 

the impact this would have on the Historic Axis.



One afternoon in early 
1972, so the story goes, 
Valery Giscard D’Estaing, 
then the Finance Minister, 
left his offices located in 
the Louvre, and looked 
west up the Historic Axis.  

The GAN tower was just 
rising in silhouette next to 
the Arc de Triomphe, 
intruding into a view that 
had not changed for more 
than a century.  The 
Minister argued for height 
reductions. 

Pompidou, despite the 
ensuring controversy, 
would not intervene.  But 
the era of unconstrained 
modernism was over.  No 
more towers would rise in 
central Paris, and 
preservation would become 
the order of the day – and 
for the next several 
decades.



But there was still one more 
change to come to the 

Historic Axis.

As the result of a design 
competition (won by a Dane) 

to complete the line of 
monuments, the Grande 

Arche of La Défense -
almost a perfect cube - was 

inaugurated in 1989 to 
celebrate the Bicentennial of 

the French Revolution.

On this site, in this location, 
the Arche, which houses 

government offices, works 
spectacularly well.  



Arch 



The Arche is slightly off centre - intentional, no doubt.  But 
why six degrees?

Not only does the shift add depth (and allow the founda-
tions to avoid the Metro station) but it also matches                
the offset of the Arc at the Carrousel (above)                                   
at the other end of the Axis.



Times change, pendulums swing – and now, once again, Paris is discussing whether 
and how to build taller, both inside the Périphérique and at La Défense.  Indeed, the 
Esso building, the first tower to be built at La Défense, is scheduled to be torn down, 

to be replaced by the next generation of more sustainable buildings – such as the 
Tour Phare (below), nearly 300 metres (a thousand feet), by Thom Mayne. 

The world, like the Périphérique, goes round and round, back to where it starts.

click

Go here for more on 
EPAD’s plans for La 

Défense – and here for 
my observations, 

originally published in 
Business in Vancouver,
on a recent conference 

of world business 
districts held there in 

February. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDR5FTCQ71E&feature=related
http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?t=327376
http://pricetags.wordpress.com/2008/03/23/balloons-in-paris-business-in-vancouver-column/
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